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1. The tests of intelligence containing items which are common to all cultures are known as

(A) Culture - free bests of Intelligence

,f/ Culture - fair tests of Intelligenc

(C) Cultule - specific inbelligence tests

(D) Non verbal and Non language test

2. Assertion: (A) Wechsler's scale is flexible

Reason: (R) Age ranges from 16 to 64 years

,t / Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the reason for (A)

(B) Both (A) and (R) are true. (R) is not the correct reason for (A)

(C) (A) is true but (R) is faise

(D) Both (A) and (R) are false

3. Match the following:
(a) Space factor 1. reproduce perceptual - conceptual materials
(b) Memory factor 2. discovering the principle

(c) Induction factor 3. ability to apply the principle

(d) Deduction factor 4. visualize solid or flat ob'iects

/-\ (b) (c) (d)
'''"'l

.raa-123v^,
(B)2 4 3 1

(c)1 3 4 2

(D)3 2 | 4

4. Assertion : (A) Intelligence is the capacity to learn and adjust to relatively new and
changing conditions

Reason : (R) Intelligence is the power of good responses from the point of view of truth
or lact

(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the reason for (A) 
l

,Ff Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is not the correct reason for (A)

(C) (A) is true but (R) is false

(D) Both (A) and (R) are false
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5. is the general term used to dendte thinking and many other aspects of

b.

our higher mental processes.

,6 uognrtron

(C) Reasoning

synthesizing o1d ideas in original and creative ways.

(A) Perfbrmance components
')

\gf Knowledge-acquisition components

(C) Meta components

(D) Contextual theory

7. Fantasy is thinking without any goal.

(A) Perception

(C) Directed

(B) Conceptual

(B) Memory

(D) Decision making

represent the processes used in acquiring new information such as

8. development of "Primary mental abilities" formed the basis for multi

{Pf Non directed

(B) Spearman

(D) Piaget

factor theory of Intelligence

.Cf Thurnstone

(C) Thorndike

9. Remedies for fatigue

,#/ Rest and sleep

(B) Lazy

(C) Getting respirated

(D) Shows lack of interest in work in hand
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10. People with suffer the actual loss or impairment of some motor or
sensory function disorders that are neither faked nor supported by medical evidence.

(A) Hypochondriacs ,gf Conversion disorder

(C) Dissociatve disorder (D) Somatizationdisorder

11. In

(B) Reality

(D) Moral

t2.

anxiety the danger comes from Id impulses that threaten to burst
through ego controls and cause the individual to do things for which he or she will bv
punished.

,6 Neurotic

(C) Curiosity

are the major focus of cognitive behaviour therapy for depression and
anxiety disorders.

(A) Information processing dseif - defeating thoughts

(C) Behaviour excess (D) Behaviour deficit

i3. Transforming aggressive materiais into more acceptabie forms is

(A) Identification (B) Regression

(C) Repression ,1p/rriJimation

produce extreme splits in memory and identity.L4.

(C) Mood disorders

(B) Bipolar disorders

(D) Cognitivedisorders

15. The ability to function effectively in the face of adversity and to recover from the effects of
stress is

,t / resilience

(C) vulnerability

targets individuals who are at very high risk for developing 'extensive

Vf Dissociative disorders

problems.

(A) Seconriary prevention

. (C) Universal prevention

(B) coping skiils

(D) adaptive behaviour

16.

n

gf Inciicatedprevention

(D) Selectiveprevention
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17. Match the following :

(a) fixed interval schedule

(b) variable interval schedule

(c) fixed ratio schedule

(d) variable ratio schedule

(a) (b) (c) (d)

,/2 3 I r

(B)4 L 2 3

(c)3 1 4 2

(D)4 3 1 2

varies around an average number ofresponses

after a certain time interval

after a variable interval of time

after fixed number bf responses

1.

2.

o
J..

4.

18. S&ich one of the foilowing is not a risk factor?

,Cf Social competence

(B) Communitydisorganization

(C) Below-average intelligence

(D) Genetic susceptibility

Match the stages with appropriate

(a) formal operational stage

(b) sensori motor stage

(c) preoperationalstage

(d) concrete operational stage

characteristics :

1. child learns to add, subtract, multiply and divide

2. child begins to think logically

3. manipulation of objects in the environment

4. child begins to acquire vocabulary

19.

(a)

(A) 3

(B) 1

€,
(D) 4
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(b)

2

4

,l

1

(c)

1

D

4

2

(d)

4

2

1

J
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20. The
weeks after conception.

(A) Fetal

(C) Fertilization

21. In

25. Psycho-social Moratorium occurs during
(A) Infancy

(B) 
^ 

Germinal

.llll' Embrvonic
-'

theory each stage consists of a unique developmental task'that

is the period of prenatal development that occurs from two to eight

confronts individuals with a crisis that must be resolved.

(A) Piaget's

(C) F'reud's

(B) Vygotsky's

22. The developmental tasks of a particular stage of development are

1. selecting life partner.

2. Entering into the family.

3. Begetting children and rearing them and

4. Getting into an occupation or profession are seen in
(A) Adolescencu U Adulthood.

(C) Middle age (D) Otd age

23. What event marks the beginning of Adolescence?

{Af Puberty (B) Formal operations

(C) Growth of body hair (D) Symbolic thinking

24. An intense and debilitating fear of some object or situation which actuaily presents no real
threat is
(A) Sociai phobia (B) Acrophobia

,9f Phobia (D) Hydro phobia

(C) Heredity and Learning

,gf Erikson's

stage

' (B) Childhood

(D) Adulthood

(D) Heredity and Training

I

,tf Adolescence

forces are the sole determinants of the wide individuai differences found in26.

tl

human beings.

{t/ Heredity and environment (B) Heredity and Maturation

ASPS/I9
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27. In Moral maturitv element means the readiness accept the results of one's

(B) Rationality

(D) Moral lndependence

is a measure of central tendency obtained by dividing the sum of the

(c)

Responsibility

Altruism

28. The
measures, or scores by the number of them.

(A) central tendency (B)

(D)

median

modemean

29. In a normal curve the value of measure of Kurtosis is

(A) zero

(c) 68.26

30. In the statistical method called

gene^ral factors or trait categories.".)
W factor analysis

(C) item analysis

<g/ variable

surrounding them.
--

JF correlationalmethods

(C) observation methods

gives is to be sure, a

relationship between two variables X and Y.

€ "o*i:elation 
coeffi cient

(C) coefficient of range

(B) item valid,ity

(D) rank analysis

(B) independentvariable

(D) interveningvariable

are used to study the subjects as they are without changing the conditions

the intercorrelations of a large number of

(B) experimentalmethods

(D) projective methods

quantitative determination of the degree of

(B) variationcoefficient

(D) coefficient of variable

,{o rut
(D) e5.44

bests are examined and if possible accounted for in terms of a much smaller number of more

31. An event or condition which can have different values ; ideally experiments, an event or
condition which can be measured and which varies quantitatively is a

(A) dependent variable

32.

,lJ.
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34. Match the following :

(a) Ivan Pavlov 1. Operant Conditioning in Learning
(b) Thorndike E.L 2. Structuralism
(c) Titchner E.B 3. Conditioned refle.xes

(d) Skinner B.F 4. Trial and Error Learning

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(A)4 r 2 3

(B)2 3 4 1

'J- , -r-uto42lv'
(D)3 2 1 4

35. Correlation Approach is used.in

(A) Clinical Method g/"ifferentiat Method
(C) Experimental Method (D) Introspection Method

36. Match the followine :

(a) Ivan Pavlov 1. Clinical - Psychological methods
(b) E.L. Thorndike 2. Conditioned reflexes
(c) Mesmer 3. Multifactor theory of Intelligence
(d) Jean Piage 4. Theory of Cognitive Development in children

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(A)3 2 4 1

(B)r 4 3 2

€lz B 1 4

(D)4 | 2 3

37 . The field of psycholog"y concerned with the biological origins. of psychological 'mechanisms

(A) PoSitive Psychology ,gf Evolutionary psychology

(c) cultural Psychology (D) cognitive Neuroscience

38. "Psychoiogy may be rnost satisfactorily defined as the science of human behaviour". This was
stated by

agf Walter Bowers Pillsbury (B) J.B. Watson

(C) N.L. Munn (D) Jackson
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39. Profiling from experience is known as

.t/ Iearning

(O stimulation

(B) conditioning

(D) insight

40. \\4rich one of the following is an example of a secondary reinforcer?

(B) petting a dog' (A) a candy bar

(C) a glass of water

41. In
(A) fixed interval .{{uutiable ratio

(C) intermittent reinforcement (D) fixed ratio

42. The apparatus used by Lipsitt in the classical conditioning experiment was

(A) Telescope .FfA1r puff

(C) Tachistoscope (D) Puzzle-box

43...Learningbyselectingand.connecting',waSgivenby
(B) Skinner

(D) Kohler

44. Which of the following is not suggested by Koffka?

(A) Pavlov

4f rhorndike

(A) The law of Pragnanz

(C) The law of Proximity

{}f vr"ising a child

schedule the reinforcement varies around an average number of responses.

(B) The law of Similarity

.lPffnu law of Re ad ine ss

45. Who is regarded as the father of 'Programmed Learning'?

(A) I.P. Paviov {y/B.F. Skinner

(C) J.B. Watson (D) C.L. Hull

46. "Application or carry over of knowledge, skills, attitudes, habits, values or other responses

from the situation in which they were initially acquired for some other situation for which
they were not specificaily learnt" is called as ,a
(.A) Appiication of learning {{ Transfer of learning

(C) Positive learning (D) Training in reasoning
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47. Consider the following statements

Assertion (A) : Adults have relatively a long-lived memory.

Reason (R) : Adult have a better memory of concrete things as well as abstract ideas.

(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the reason for (A)

.ff Both (A) and (R) the true and (R) is not correct reason for (A)

(C) (A) is true but (R) is false

(D) Both (A) and (R) are false

48. "The forgetting in all cases is proved to be founded on a motive displeasure". This quotation

was stated by

(A) Frederick Bartlett

4f Sigmund Freud

49. Srhat kind of memory do we use to keep Someone's phone number in mind right after we

have learned it?
,^,.Jtr worKrng memory--.
(C) Iong-term memory

(B) B.F. Skinner

(D) E.L. Thorndike

(B) iconic memory

(D) sensory memory

50. The goal and effects of the motive exhibition is

(A) to seek and enjoy cooperation with others

(B) to be free of restraints and obligations

ag" to make on impression to be seen and heard by others ; to show off

(D) to be a lead.er

51. Man is called a social animal in the sense that he has a strong urge to be with his own bind
and maintain sociai relations with thern. This is

,ry/ the need for company

(B) the need for social approval

(C) the need for security

(D) the need for love and affection

n
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52. Which one of the following shows negative non-verbal gestures and facial expressions?

(A) Teacher's nods and smiles

(B) Using words good, fair

gf Depicting impatience, annoyance, frowning

(D) Includes comment Like of course not

53. Proper socialization of the child means that he

(A) encourages his friends

(B) had more number of friends

(C) plays at cricket ground

54. Match the following

(a) Emergency theory 1. Mumford

(b) Motivational theory 2. William McDougall

(c) Effect of punishment 3. Leeper

(d) Sentiments and culture 4. Cannon

.fr' :' ? '?
(B)2 4 3 1

(c)3412
(D)2r43

defined as the full realization of one's potentials and abilities in
life.

(A) Piagae, self-esteem (B) Guilford,multipleintelligence

55.

{y/ learns social skills and forms social relationships

(C) Erikson, socio-economic status alfMaslow, self-actuai ization

56. A hungry person cannot think of casting his vote, doing social service or attaining saivation
throqgh remembering God. This situation insists--"

{4 the theory of motivation (B) the theory of personality

(C) the theory of attention (D) the theory of intelligence
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57. bakes place when the ego provides a rational sounding reason for a failure or

(B) Regression

transgression.

(A) Repression

(C) Projection

opposite sex in the

(A) 

- 
latency

rLf eenital
-'

stage.

(B) phalic

(D) anal

59. The Thematic Apperception Test (TAT) was developed by

,g/ Murray and Morgan (B) Rorschach

(C) Guilford (D) Gardner

60. Match the foiiowing :

(a) Extra version 1. Interest in philosophy

(b) Agreeableness 2. Neatness

(c) Conscientiousness 3. Cooperative

(d) Culture 4. Talkative

(a) (b) (c) (d)

.gt/''n s 2 |
(B)2341
(c)3 4 L 2

(D)4 r 2 3

61. Consider the following statements with reference to the structure of personality.

I. Id is all levels, but mostly preconscious

II. Ego is mostly conscious level

III. Super ego is totally unconscious level

Which one of the statements given above is/are correct?

(A) I and II are correct

(B) II and III are correct

.d only II is correct

(D) Only III is correct

ASPS/I9
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58. The growing adolescent shake's off old dependencies and learns to deal maturely with the
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62. The process in which individuals neural themselves for reaching their won goals is

(A) Self-Efficacy 6 SeH-Reinforcement

(C) Self-System (D) Self-Concept

63. The "Thematic Apperception Test" was developed by

(A) Passini and Norman (B) Detel and Genevalli

(D) All Port-Vernon

64.

ag Morgan and Murray

trait.

(A) Observation

(C) Interview

(A) Observation

is a method by which we systematize tine expression of opinion concerning a

g/o^ring scare

(D) Sociometry

65. Which one is not a technique used for assessment of personahty.

66.AccordingtoCronbach-isembeddedinthetotalstructureofpersonality.

9/ Trait approach

(A) Love

{tf Character

(B) Interview

(D) Personalitylnventory

(B) Seif - concept

(D) Self - esteem

67. Find the term which is not related to Baudura's social Cognitive theory.
''(A) Self - system $l- Self - control

(C) Self - reinforcement (D) Self - efficacy

68. The Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory was developed by

(A) Adler (B) Jung

J.C. Mckinby and S.R. Hathaway (D) Frank

69. Who was the first major female voiced in the psychoanalytic movement?

,5f Karen Horney (B) Anni Alfred

(C) Epine kinsy (D) Martin Pomeroy

ASPS/lg L4 tl



70. The masculine side of females is

(A) Anima

(C) Archetypes

*y/on ^u,
(u) t emrnrne srde

7I. Consider the following statements

I. The effect of frame of mind on perception is known as perceptuai set.

II. The conversion of physical into neural information is called transformation

,.6 I is true but II is false

(B) I is false but II is true

(C) Both I and II are true

(D) Both I and II are false

72. Read. the following two statements : Assertion (A) and Reason (R) and indicate your response
using the following codes

Assertion (A) : In Perzo illusion and Muller-lyer illusion, Linear perspectives misapplied
to the display

Reason (R) : According to Gregons perception is only a function of stimulus
characteristics

(A) (A) is true and (R) is false

,g/ Both (A) and (R) true, but (R) is not correct explanation of (A)

(C) (A) is false and (R) is'true

(D) Both (A) and (R) true, but (R) is the correct explanation

73. The reason for the shifting and fluctuation of our attention Lies in the
particular moment

,t,/ division of the field of perception

(B) payingattentionsimultaneously

(C) immediateiy getting directed towards an object

(D) attending to an object

7 4. The process by which we structure the input from our sensory receptors is called

(A) Educational organization

,rf Perceptual organization

(C) Medical organization

(D) School organization '

n15

ata
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75. The person who was famous for figure-ground Perception is

(A)

.or

76. Cues to depth or distance resulting from the fact that we have two eyes is called

(A) Monocular cues ,ffBinocular cues

(C) Polycular cues (D) Multicular cues

Karwoski

Munn

77. According to William James "
presented to senses

{t/ Perception

(C) Intelligence

is the consciousness of particular thines

(B) Kohler

(D) Stranger

(B) Sensation

(D) Personality

(B) Sensation

(D) Motivation

(B) Personality

(D) Perception

78. Ambiguous figure is a good example for

U/ utrure - ground perception

(C) Attention

79. Consider the following statements

L lnvoluntary attention is aroused without the play of will
II. Voluntary attention is when it calls forth the exercise of wi-ll

(A) I is true but II is false

(B) I is false but II is true
--

97 Both I and II are true

(D) Both I and II are false

80. provides a mental state of preparedness or state of alertness for a task to the
learner as well as to the teacher.

,ry/ Attention

(C) Intelligence

81. Divided attention means

(A) Involved action

(C) goals in error

ASPS/1g 16

{/^ore than one activity

(D) specific aspect
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82. An enduring positive or negative evaluation of an object or event is called

(A) Obedience

(C) Aptitude

(t/ Attitude
(D) Interest

83. Social loafing occurs

(A) when immersion in a group causes people to become less aware of their infividual
values

(B) when individuals feel diminished responsibility

,{9/ *nen people extend less effqrt when in a group man alone

(D) when groups feel because they are surrounded

84. Aggression in which the primary goal is not to harm the victim but rather attainment of
some other goal (for example, access to valued resources) is

(A) T5,pe A behaviour pattern (B) TASS Model

(C) Hostile aggression ,t Instrumental aggression

85. Poverty can be defined as a

(A) - the humanistic goal shared by white and minority group liberals
,d disparity or deprivation relative to the total distribution of income in society

(C) functional approach presents a mirch more pessimistic picture of contemporary
(D) primary basis for group subordination in contemporary united states society

86. S4ro among the following identifies the four main approaches to the study of social
problems? 

,(A) Stark, (i975) -tf .Utzioni es76)
(C) Berry (1975) (D) Schnare (1978)

87. Consider the following statements :

L North American Indians endure the greatest hardship, with alarming proportions
living below the poverty line.

II. Most devastating is that the infant mortality rate among Canadian Indian is more
than double that of the non-native majority.

.C/ Both I and II are true
(B) Both I and ll are false

(C) I is true but Ii is false

(D) I is false but II is true

O T7 ASPS/19
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88. are groups with which we identify; we refer to them in order to evaluate

89. Provoking statements that call attention to the target's flows.and imperfections.

(A) Frustration

'and regulate our opinions and actions.

(A) Formal groups

gT Reference groups

.9 Teasing

(B) Informal groups

(D) Work groups

(B) Aggression

(D) Emotion

90. The view that providing angry people with an opportunity to express their aggressive
impulses in reiatively safe ways will reduce their tendencies to engage in more haimful
forms of aggressions.

.5f Catharsis hypothesis

(B), Internalmechanism

(C) Cyber bullying

(D) Self - affirmation

91. Actions by others that tend to trigger aggression in the recipient often because they are
perceived as stemming from malicious intent.

tt/ Provocation (B) Tearing

(C) Social inclusion (D) Violent

92. Match the leadership behaviours.

(a) Telling High task - High relationship
(b) Selling 2. Low task - Low relationship
(c) Participating 3. High task - Low relationship
(d) Delegating 4. Low task - High relationship

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(A)1 3 2 4

{P/3 1 4 2

(c)3 1 2 4

(D)2 4 3 1

oASPS/19 18



93. represents norms values, and beliefs that pertain to all aspects of doing

g/ ruriness culture

(D) Organisationalculture

94. "The organisation is a human forms of extraordinarv versati.lity"
time statement.

(A) Pomeroy

(C) Poverny

97. The says leadership is merely an attribution people make about other
individuais.

(A) Ability theory or leadership

(B) Integrity theory of leadership

,lt/ Attribution theory of leadership

(D) Risk taking theory of leadership

ASPS/19
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business in a culture.

(A) National culture

(C) Occupational culture

who says

g/ ,ruriip Khandwalia

(D) Prazan

95. Consider the following statement

(i) Direction The degree to which the organization creates clear objectives and
performance expectation

(iD Integration The d.egree to which units within the organi zation are encourages to
operate in a co-ordinated manner

,4f Both (i) and (ii) are true

(B) Boiir (i) and (ii) are false

(C) (i) is true but (ii) is false

(D) (i) is false but (ii) is true

96. Point out the correct statement in following statements.

(A) Three levels culture may be, communication patterns, conflict tolerance, identity

(B) Three levels culture may be, Direction, Integration, Identity

,g Three levels culture may be National culture, business culture occupational and
organisational culture

(D) Three levels culture may be, Risk Tolerance, Direction, Integration

n 19



98. Which one of the foliowing is not correct?

(A) Personality The Rorschach ink - Blot test

(B) Intelligence - Alexander's pass - along test

(C) Motivation T.A.T. type instruments

by chronological age and

(B) mental age; 50

,g/ mental age; 1oo

(A) Memory test

(C) Comprehension test

ASPS/19 20

,Ff Attention Koh's Block Design Test

99. Usually a chiid's IQ is calculated by dividing
multiplying by

(A) ' perceptual skill, 100

(C) perceptual skili ; 50

100. Which one of the followins is not included in the verbal test of Wechsler Adult Intellisence
scale?

(A) Digit span

(C) Similarities

(B) Information

101. According to Jensen

variation among social classes and races

(A) Conceptuai abilities

(C) Perceptual abilities

I02. Army beta test, Chicago non-verbal test and Raven's progressive matrices test are

V/ Group .rorr rr".b"l intelligence tests

(B) Group verbal intelligence test

(C) Bhatia's battery of performance tests

(D) Ind.ivid.uaiperformancetests

103. Complete the series:

I, 2, 4, 7, ll, 16, 22, 29, ? ? ? is the example for

.g/ ooiect assembly

relate to biological maturation and show little

(B) Mental abilities

,gf Associative abilities

(B) Association test

,Ff Reasoning test

n



104. Vocabulary spnet is the sudden increase in the'rate of word production is at about
months

(B) 72

(D) 20

105. It is a technique which emphasizes the importance of divergent thinking. It involves
generating ideas in response to some probiems in group. It allows children to attack and
solve a problem without any inhibition or restriction. What is it?

-)
g Brain storming (B) IJnconscious

(C) Free thinking (D) lndependence

106. Fili in the biank

Analyse of Thought process

Stimulation -> Sensation -+ Perception -+ Divergent -> -+ Originality

(A)

,g/

(A) Convergent

(C) Inielligence

107. Match the following :

(a) Concepts 1. Based on prototypes

(b) Logical concepts 2. Representation ofobjects or events

(c) Natural concepts 3. Mental categories for objects, events and experiences

(d) Visual images 4. A set of rules or properties

-(a) (b) (c) (d)

,,r(3 4 r 2

(B)234r
(c)4 r 2 3

(D)4321

108. The exponent of 'Multiple intelligence' theory is

(A) Spearman's

(C) Cattel

ASPS/19
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,JFf Focus on a stimulus

(A) Sexual

,g/ somatoform

111. is characterized by ideas that induce anxiety and rituals that in turn

reduce that anxiety.

(A) DID (Dissocitive Identity Disorder)

(B) SDB (SeIf Destructive Behaviour)
,

{tf OCD (Obsessive - Compulsive Disorder)v

(D) PTSD (Post - Traumatic Stress Disorder)

172. Disorders in which sexual arousal cannot occur without the presence of unusual imagery or

acts is known as
-)

{1, Paraphilias

(B) Sexual arousal disorders

(O Sexual desire disorders

(D) Gender identity disorders

113. In type of most of these persons are severely deficient in adaptive

behaviour and unable to master any but the simplest tasks.

(A) Moderate mental retardation

(U) 

- 
Mild mental retardation

g Profound mental retardation

(D) Severe mental retardation

109. Attention refers to

(A) Capacity

1 10.

(B) Memory

(D) Thinking

disorders phvsical svmptoms for which no medical cases as can be found.

(B) Schizophrenia

(D) Sleep

nASPS/I9 22



714.

1 15.

refers to addressing manageable problems before they become more resistant
to treatment.

(A) Tertiary prevention

(C) Indicated prevention

. (A) Regression

(C) Reaction formation

(B) Selectiveprevention

g Secondaryprevention

(B) innovation and creativity

(D) prestige and status

is a basic defense that occurs when a person banishes from consciousness

bhreatening feelings, thoughts, or impulses, like a strong sexual desire for a stranger.

,gf/ o"r:ession

(D) Projection

116' The most basic needs are physiological and include, food, water, sex, sleep and. factors that
promote

(A) love and belongingness

,rrf nomeostasrs

lI7. Match the following :

(a) punishment 1. supposing behaviour by removing the reinforcer

(b) extinction 2' encouraging any behaviour by removing an aversive

stimulus

(c) positive reinforcement 3. encouraging any behaviour by using a derived reinforcer

(d) negative reinforcement 4. aversive stimulus

(a) (b) (c) (d)

.(A)4132.

,1ff n 3 1 2

(c)3 2 4 1

(D)3 4 2 1

ASPS/19
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118. In Muller - Lyer illusion there is / are :

(A) Trvo length lines

(B) Movement
,-

.-.-J:
rg Two horizontal lines
v

(D) Shape and size

119. According to Piaget the infant develops ability of internization of schemes between

(A) 8 -12 months

I20. A certain amount of solitary play is beneficial in childhood because it teaches them to be

(A) Bold

12I. Infants can learn from the moment they are born and show good memories by

weeks of age.

(A)

*Fr

I22. Moral judgements are based on understanding the social order, law, justice and duty is

(A) Heteronomous morality (B) Universal ethicai principles

(C) Social contract and individual rights {, Social system morality

{ Social referencing

(C) Social sophistication

ASPS/l9

,g/ 78 - 24months

-)
Vf SeH- sufficient

8

72

(B) 12 - 18 months

(D) 24 - 30 months

(B) Safe

(D) Constructive

(B) 10

(D) 14

is the term used to describe "reading" emotional cues in others to helo

determine how to act in a particular situation.

I23.

(B) Social orientation

(D) Goai directed behaviour

n24



L24' Piaget believed that children's understanding of moral rules and judgements develops along
with their
(A) Affective abilities

125- The most important responses shown by a new born is called

126. Factors affecting physical growth and development.

(i) Single birth (2) Intelligence (3) Normal delivery (4) Emotional adjustment (5) Community
(6) Religion (7) Improper medical care (B) Gang influence
(A)

,9/
111L' t ' Contribution of the immediate parents = I of the total

2

Contribution of the grand parent = ! of the total
4

Contribution ofthe great grand Iparents =; ofthe rotal

Contribution of great great grar, 1 a ,tt parents = G ot the total
.)

(B) N{endel's theory of Heredity
(C) Theory of continuity of germplasm

(D) Permutation and combination theory

I28. is the period of maximum growth and deveropment with regard to mental

g/ 
^uolescence(D) Adulthood

r29. By the time the baby is 2 to 2% years ord, he/she will have teeth.

,f Cognitive abilities

(A) Reaching out

(C) Crying

l;2;4;8
l;3;7; 4

functioning.

(A) Infancy

(C) Childhood

(A) 2r
(c) 1e

(B) Psychomotorabilities

(D) Verbal abilities

.gf Moro Reflex

(D) Smiling

(B) 3; 4;5;6
(D) 2;7;5;3

,6 20

(D) 18

Jl ASPS/19
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{r/ resression

(D) decides

131. Match the following :

(a) Mary Cauikins l. Studies conilitioning
(b) Freud 2. Influentiai modei of memory

(c) Pavlov 3. Elected first women president

(d) Atkinson and Shiffrin 4. Psycho analysis

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(A)2 3 1 4

(B)342r
(c)4 3 2 1

6t 4 r 2

1Ct fnttnd fha finef lqhnrqfnrrr in nqrrnhnlno.,

is necessary if we are to make a130. A knowledge of the equations of the
prediction based upon all ofour data.

. (A) correlation "

(C) dispersion

(A) Sigmund Freud

(C) Johannes Mulier

{t/ Freud

(C) William James

(A) Structuralism

,g Functionalism

(B) Rene Descartes

135.Theschoolof-emphasizethatpositivepsychologyisamodernform.

..pf ge s talt p sycholo gy

(B) Allport

(D) Maslow

(B) Humanism

(D) Introspectionism

26 o

gl2 *ttnelm wundt

133. An individual perceives the thing as a whole and not as a mere collection'of its constituents
or elements

(A) structuralism

(C) behaviourism

(B) functionalism

L34. Alfred Adler and Carl Juns both students of tried to found their own
schools ofthought as individual psychology and analytical psychology.

ASPS/I9



136. Psychology is best defined as the study of

(A) Mental iliness

(C) Neuroses

t37. in the mother of knowledge and doubtless.

(A) Science

.f Curiositv

139.

(A) Ideals

(C) Identical elements

(B) Human behaviour

138. A measure of dispersion reflecting the average distance between each score and the mean is
called

(A) Normal curve .rrf Standard deviation

(C) Central tendency (D) Descriptive statistics

140. Assertion (A) : Learning is both individual and social

Reason (R) : Learning is the product of the environment.

" (A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the reason for (A)

,t trorn 1a; and (K) are true but (K) rs not the correct reason tbr (A)

(C) (A) is true but (R) is false

(D) Both (A) and (R) are false

141. Arrange the foilowing stages involved in insightful learning

I. Incubation

II. Evaluation

III. Preparation

IV. . Insight

(A) III, IV, I, II

ty Human thought and'behaviour

(B) Mental discipline

Vl2C"neralization

(B) IV, III, I, II
(D) II, III, I, IV

(B) Philosophy

(D) Construction

is a principle, law or rule that can be easily transferred to other situations.

+l ASPS/I9
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L42. Which one of the following is not a theory of transfer of learning?

(A) 'Theory of mental discipline

(B) Gestalt (or) relationship theory

ag? Theory of Trail and error

(D) Theory of generalizatron of experience

143. Which one of the foliowing does not include the category "acquisition of knowledge"?

144. The duration of echoic memory is 

- 

than iconic memory, but its capacity is

probably. 
^a

(A) shorter; larges *r/ longer ; smaller

(C) longer ; about the same (D) shorter ; about the same

(A) Perception

(C) Associative learning

(A) Recall

,g/ Sensation

(B) Conception

..6 Musical performance

(B) Recognition

(D) Learning

145. Which of the following is not a process of memory?

L46._ispublicandrelatedtotheconnectionofthere1ationshipbetweeneventsorthe
association of ideas.

(A) Episodic memory

(C) Para-normal memory

(B) Photographicmemory

147. Atkinson and Shiffrin divided the me"mory system into

(A) Habit memory, true memory, logical memory

(B) Rote memory, passive memory, active memory

,,-t
97 a sensory memory, short term store, long term store

(D) personal memory, immediate rnemory, permanent memory

ASPS/lg 28
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148. An individual rnay love a poet, musician or painter hidden within him and thus may love a
strong desire to have his talent exhibited or nurtured. This is

^''JVf the need for self-actualization

(B) the need for self-assertion

(C) the need for social approval

(D) the'need to achieve

I4g. The denial br failure in the satisfaction of any basic need may bring about an imbalanced.
ps5'chological state giving rise to a for initiating a particular kind of behaviour.
(A) Primary or secondary need

,gf Primary or second.ary drive

(C) Primary or secondary incentive

(D) Primary or secondary motive

150. Among the following which is not one of the physiological factors in hunger?
(A) . Stomach

(C) Hypothalamus

(B) Pancreas

151. Find the correct sequence of infividual's needs

(A) Food, Recognition, self Assertion, Freedom, self actuarization

.#f Food, Freedom, Recognition, self assertion, serf-actualization
(c) Food, self assertion, Freedom, Recognition, serf-actuali zation
(D) Food, recognition, Freedom, self assertion. self actuarization

152. In the words of Maslow

"A musician must make music an artist must paint, a poet must write poetry,'l if he is to be
ultimately at piece with himself..... This need we may call

(A/ selr-esteem W/""tf-actualization
Safety needs (D) physiological needs

153. Identifications may be made unconscious by

(A) Regression

Qf Ccrpus callosum

(B) Introjection

(D) Displacement

ASPS/l9
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158.

159.

160.

(A) Corpus collasum

(9) Thalamus

ASPS/19

.gf Interest - Excitement

(C) Shame - Humiliation

(A) Instincts

(C) Sublimation

simultaneously noi one after another.

(A) The James-Lange

(C) The Cognitive

word'emovere' which means'to stir

,ry/ sneering, scornful, disd ainful

(B) French

(D) German

4f The cannon-Bard

(D) The Activation

plays a role in both eating and satiety (knowing when we had enough)

(B) Occipitai lobe

n

154. .Etymologically the word emotion from the

Greek

Latin

up'.

(A)

,lF/

155. Atkinson's theory states that expectancy and are seen as the most important

aspects determining academic achievement. 
--

(A) feedback {f task value

(C) effort (D) control

156. The following are the facihl expressions in emotion that represents the primary emotion

'Disgust-Contempt"

(A) hostile, furious, enraged

(C) attending, attracted, curious (D) scared, panicked, terrified

I57. Concentrating, attend.ing, attracted and curious are representing the primary emotion

(B) Disgust - Contempt

(D) Enjoyment - Job

were regarded as the accompaniments of instincts by McDougall.

(B) Knowledge

,t l Emotions

theory tried to maintain that emotion and physiological responses occur

30
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161. is a preparatory attitude and involves important physical adjustments.

ASPS/l9
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(A) Intelligence

(B) Personality

,O/ Attention

(D) Motivation

162. Match the foilowing :

(a) Hypochondriasis 1. Disregard for social customs

(b) Psychopathic Deviance 2. Emotional excitement

(c) Ilypomania . . 3. Slowing of action and thought

(d) Depression 4: Excessive concern with bodily functions

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(A)1 3 4 2

.tf/n L 2 g

(c)2 4 3 1

(D)32r4

163. Match the dominance of fluid type with temperamental characteristics :

(a) Black bile 1. Irritable

(b) Yellow bile 2. Light-hearted

(c) Blood 3. Sluggish

(d) Phlegm (Mucus) 4. Bad tempered.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

'4T4 | z Bv
(B)4 2 3 1

(c)4 1 3 2

(D)4 3 2 1
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164. The term referring to the unique and relatively enduring set of behaviors,.
feelings, thoughts and motives that characterize an individuai.

(B) Creative thinking
(D) Intelligence

(A) Motivation
-a

\Jgf PersonalitvV

165. CAT Children Apperception Test was developed by D. Leopold Bellak for children between

(A) 3-5years
(C) 5-12years

166. 'holds personality as a function of the interaction between the organisrri and the
self.

(A) Ailport

u/r- 1o years

(D) 5-15years

(A) Subiective test"^
/lt T)^---^-- ^l:r-- :-^--^-^!^----

v .rer'$urrallL_v lltvellLur_v

' 168. Two characteristics of personality include

(A) Uniqueness and instability in behaviour

V/ Uniqueness and consistency in behaviour
' (C) Consistency in behaviour and Identify formation

(D) Uniqueness and change in behaviour

169. MMPI Q\4innesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory) is a objective type of test with
(A) Factorial Vaiidity
(B) Face Validity

Content Validity

Empirical Vaiidity

170. "Reflex. action" and "Primary Processes" are part of which concept of Freud's Theory of
Psychoanalysis.

g/ ,u (B) Eso

(C) Superego (D) Repession

ASPS/lg 32 ft

(c)

,lP/

,tf calt Roger

L67 . Srhich one of the following is not a tvne of behavioral assessment?

(B) Adler
(D) Miller

(B) Projective test

(D) Obser"vationalsiudy



fiI. Ewaid Hering (1878) proposed

(A) Trichromatic colour theory V/O11onent-process theory

(C) Motivation theory (D) Cognitive development theory

172. Information procegsing abilities are enhanced through the use of
-)(A) Stereotype s Vf Prototypes

(C) Prejudices (D) Attitudes

L73. Extrasensory perception is also called

.gf Cr5,ptaesthesia

(C) Psychoanalysis

175. Familiarity is a

174. How lnany taste buds present in the human tongue?

"(r/ ro,ooo (ts) 2o,ooo

(c) 25,000 (D) 15,000

(B) Psychokinesis

(D) Psycho physics

(B) Motion parallax

(D) Shadows

factor which determine the figure and background organisation

g/2Centrar(A) Peripheral

(C) Reinforcing (D) Environmentai

L76. The capacity of 

- 

is very much related q'ith the development of perception

(A) Aftentron €"easoning
(C) Initiation (D) Thinking

177. Retinal disparity is difference in the images falling on

,g/ The retinas of the two eyes (B) The foveas of the two eyes

(C) The blind spots of the two eyes (D) The corneas of the two eyes

178. The tendency of paraliel lines to seem to converge as they approach the horizon is called

(A) -One eve

,tg/ 
"r^e 

ar p erspective

n ASPS/19
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180.

179. Sustained attention is also called

(A) Selection

.J, vigilance

(A) Perception

(C) Sensation

(A) I is true but II is false

(C) Both I and II are true

(B) Recognition

(D) Reievafrce

is the term given to the perceptual processes that select certain inputs for
inclusion in our conscious experience, or awareness, at any given time.

181. Consider the following statements :

Ascertain (A) : Social psychology focuses on the behaviour of inclividuals.

Reason (R) : Social psychology seeks to understand. the causes of social behaviour and
thought.

(A) Both (A) and (R) are true but (R) is th.e reason for (A)

,Jt Both (A) and (R) are true. (R) is not the correct reason for (A)

(C) (A) is true but (R) is false

(D) Both (A) and (R) are false

I82. Consider the following statbments :

I. Consensus and structural-functional approach presents a much more pessimistic
picture of contemperary western society.

II. The conflict or alienation approach is usually associated with in American Sociologist
Talcott Parsons.

(B) Motivation

,g/ Attention

(B) I is false but II is true

lgfVoth I and II are false

183. Consider the following statements :

I. Reciprocal altruism is a behavior that b"rrufit, another with the expectation that
those benefits will be returned in the future.

II. Kin selection is the process by which evolution selects for genes that cause individuals
to provide benefits to their relatives.

(A) I is true but II is faise

(B) I is false but II is true

,6 Both I and II are true

(D) Both I and II are false

ASPS/I9 34



184.

187.

188.

189.

is the extent to which we are attracted to a particular social group and want to
belong to it.
(A) Coherence

{g/ Cohesiveness

individual's membership in a group.

(A) Ethnicity

Prejudice

supportive of ingroup members.

g Cohesive

(C) Common-bond

one's competence in dnother area.

(A) Punishment

,g Self-affirmation

(B) Affiliation

. (D) Injuctiveness

185. .The initial contact between two people is very often based on

(A) Physical attractiveness {/nro*imity
(C) Interpersonal attraction (D) Mutual liking

186. Which of the following statements regarding "altruism" are correct?

(A) Action that is benefits to others

(B) Persons favourable feeling.s

(C) Positive attitudes

.gf Selfless attitudes and behavior toward. others

is an unjustified negative attitude toward an individual because of the

(B) Diversity

(D) Poverty

groups have a sense of solidarity, they see themselves as homogenous and

refers to the tendency to respond to a threat to one's self-concept by affirming

(B) Common-identify

(D) Crowd

(B) Self-regulation

(D) Catharsis

190. Groups in which the norm is to maintain harmony among group members, even if doing so
might entail some personal costs is

(A) Individualism {"f Colectivism
(C) Cohesiveness (D) Politicized collective identity

35 t'fi?l:
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191. According to Bradford and Lippit have classified leaders in to types.

(A) 2

(c) 3

6n

192.

193.

195.

is not a conflict resolution technique.

(A) Super ordinate goals

(B) Authoritative command

]f Restructuring the organisationV'
(D) Altering the structural variables

(A) Authoritative

(C) Laissez Faire

leadership doesn't revolve round a single individual.

Vl. o"^ocratic

(D) Communist

(D) 5

(B) authority

(D) unity of command

Lg4. The d.egree to which tasks in the organisation are subdivided into separate jobs is calied

(A) departmentalization

.g/ work specialization

refers to the rights inherent in a managerial position to give orders and
expect the orders to be obeyed.

(A) Manager

(C) Leader

{Y/uurn*rr,
(D) Head

196. Organisationai behaviour helps to understand behaviour of human in

(A) Work place and society ,Gf Work place only

(C) Society only (D) Department only

o36ASPS/l9



197. Match the following :

(a) Psychology 1. Organisational power, politics, conflicts
(b) Sociology 2. Organisational culture, organisational environment
(c) Anthropology 3. Group dynamics, communication, leadership power and

poJitics

(d) Poritical science 4 
;r$"#"T:",Jfl""311,1t,,-llf:;m;" 

appraisar

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(A)3 2 r 4

€n821
(c)r432
(D)2 r 4 3

198. Match List I with List II and select your answer using the codes given below

List I List II
(a) Change 1. Intentional and goal oriented
(b) First order "hungu 2. Multidimensional and radical
(c) Second orCer change 3. Linear and continuous
(d) Planned change 4. Making things different

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(A)2r43
,gn t 2 1

(c)3 2 1 4

(D)3 4 2 L

199. The characteristics oftransactional Leader is

.*/ Laissez - Faire (B) Inspirarion
(c) Intellectual stimulation (D) Gives personal attention

20A. To whom do individuals and groups report?

- Which of the following is the suitable answer for the above qqestion?

(A) Centralization tf Chain of command

(C) Formalization (ll) Span of cohtrol

ASPS/I9
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